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As you may have seen from last

month's front page of the

Badge,  " 3 CARD TRICK " this 

highlighted what we at the Club

felt were the 3 main threats to

the future of the cab trade in

the Capital.

We strongly felt that another high

profile demonstration was needed

to bring to the Authorities attention

our continued frustration at the

lack of enforcement in dealing

with these emotive issues.

I was immediately contacted by

the Head of the Public Carriage

Office, Mr. John Mason asking me

to hold fire on any immediate

demonstration and give him the

opportunity to address our

concerns. We have giving Mr.

Mason the platform of the Badge

newspaper to speak to the trade

and to give him the opportunity to

outline his new proposals in deal-

ing with these problems.

It really never fails to amaze me

the number of drivers who attend

trade demonstrations

Protesting about satellite offices

and private hire abuses, and at

the same time subscribe to the

three main radio circuits who

openly admit to running cars,

booking cars, and everything

which the drivers are protesting

about!

The only difference being that

the cars on the radio circuits are

being subsidised out of the

subscriptions which they are

paying to the circuits.!!!!!!

Finally, it has been bought to the

attention of the Club that once

again the Private Hire have

thrown their thirty pieces of silver

on the table, and certain

Individuals  within our trade have

decided to grab their money and

help to promote the opposition. At

the expense of our own trade (see

taxi marshals at the dome story).

The state of play
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I WAS IMMEDIATELY

CONTACTED BY THE

HEAD OF THE PUBLIC

CARRIAGE OFFICE,

MR. JOHN MASON

‘‘‘‘



John Mason addresses 
the trade’s concerns
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As you may have read in

this edition of The Badge,

in our last formal Taxi and

Private Hire Notice we set

out TfL's position in

response to some major 

concerns of the trade.  
These concerns have been

well-voiced since I came into 

post, especially by the LCDC, 

the LTDA and Unite in our formal

discussions."In particular, the

notice outlined the action we

have already taken and the

actions we will be taking to tack-

le these issues going forward. 

I'm not going to bore you with 

statistics and figures about the 

number of officers, arrests and 

convictions for touting, as I know

this is no consolation when

many of you are out every night

and don't feel you are seeing an

improvement to the situation. I

really would like to assure all of

you that we are not complacent

in any way to the problems that

you are faced with each day. I

do know the strength of feeling

there is in the trade on issues

like satellite offices, touting and

enforcement as they have been

at the top of every agenda of

every single meeting and 

discussion I have had with 

Grant and the other driver 

associations. It's quite clear that

you've simply had enough and

you want action and that is 

what my team and I intend to

deliver."Whatever the reason for

the expansion of satellite offices,

it is quite clear that the time is

right to take stock and fully

review the situation and as part

of this process I have taken a

decision to suspend the issuing

further licenses. 

A key part of this process will 

be a consultation in August on

various proposals and initiatives

on addressing many of the 

concerns that both the private

hire and taxi trade have with the

licensing of private hire drivers,

vehicles and operators."I am

afraid these problems will not be

solved overnight and regardless

of what you may hear we can

not simply close down all the

satellite offices.  Nor can we

take legal action, revoke 

licenses or take court action

unless we collect all the required

evidence in accordance with the

relevant criminal evidence acts.

This will ensure that we can

secure convictions and defend 

challenges. I can assure you

that we simply will not rest until

we have cracked these issues

and we rid our streets of illegal

touting."

John Mason. Director of taxis and private hire
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JOHN MASON AND HELEN 

CHAPMAN ATTENDS

LONDON CAB DRIVERS CLUB

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

On the 18th May at the Lincoln

Hall the Club held our 2010

Annual General Meeting. I

must say that I was pleased

with the turnout of drivers who

attended and also the fact that

many of you took the time to

come and question the head

of the PCO Mr John Mason. 
With the ample car parking facili-

ties at the venue, and refreshments

available the hall was packed out

with standing room only. After Club

business was completed Mr. Mason

and his assistant Ms Helen

Chapman took questions from the

membership for over two hours. The

questions ranged from complaints,

to satellite offices, and the on going

lack of enforcement from the

Authorities in dealing with the tout-

ing epidemic we are all witnessing

at this present time. Although at

times the hall became quite heated

with the questions, I think this

impressed upon both Mr. Mason

and Ms Chapman just how much

passion the drivers have for our

trade, and its survival.

The Club would like to thank Mr

Mason and Ms Chapman for giving

up their evening to attend the AGM,

and they both have already

expressed a desire to return next

year.

2010 London Cab Drivers Club

Committee

CHAIRMAN : Grant Davis

VICE CHAIRMAN : Anthony Lawyer

SECRETARY: Alan McGrady

TREASURER: Darryl Cox

COMPLIANCE : Tony McGrady

MEMBERSHIP: Mark Davis

MEDIA: Mark Thomas

PCO LIASON: Danny Sullivan

Once again I would like to thank all

those who attended and made for a

very enjoyable evening.

L.C.D.C 2010 A.G.M

Grant addresses the members

Kenny Burns makes a point to John Mason
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ComCab hauled up before the P.C.O
Head of Operations for ComCab

P.L.C Mr.Malcolm Paice  was called

to a meeting at the Public Carriage

Office on Fri 28th May  with Mary

Dowdye ( Head of Standards and

Regulations ). He was asked to

explain why a yellow badge driver

was sent a job on the 23rd May by

Com Cab whilst at Victoria station.
Mr Paice did in fact confirm this was true

and that the reason this driver had been

sent the job was that 13 drivers had already

declined the job despite the fact that it was

illegal for this driver to be given the job in

the first place, for he is only allowed to

accept jobs in his designated area.

Regular readers of the Badge will be

aware that the problems of yellow badge

drivers working out of their sector ,has

become a huge problem for Central

London drivers , so much so that the LCDC

has lobbied the PCO  to introduce ID discs

for green and yellow badge drivers. We

have been informed that this will be intro-

duced in the near future.

This problem with Com Cab allocating

work to yellow badge drivers outside their

sectors has been going on for quite some

time .Last year an LCDC member Mr

Danny  Sullivan was expelled from Com

Cab after the Badge published a letter he

wrote on this very same  issue. In his letter

he highlighted the fact that  work was given

out to yellow badge drivers from major

accounts in the City of London, and eventu-

ally Com Cab after much consultation with

the PCO sent a letter out stating exactly

what suburban drivers can and cannot do .

Perhaps one of the main reasons Com

Cab  keep ignoring the PCO 'S  directive is

that currently they have on their fleet 1100

Green badge drivers and 700 Yellow badge

drivers and to justify receiving their monthly

subscriptions they are desperate to give

them some sort of work even if it means

breaking the law. 

It should also be pointed out that Com

Cab are not the only radio circuit that gives

work to suburban drivers in the central

zone, the LCDC has evidence that Radio

Taxis also are guilty of this practice .

We believe that Mr Paice has a further

meeting with the Licencing Authority sched-

uled in the near future  and hopefully this

problem will be resolved once and for all..

MICKY WALKER 

L.C.D.C. MEMBER

I'm going to start this at the end; we

need to think about working

towards making all London taxis

black in colour and all PHVs a differ-

ent colour, perhaps white. If PHVs

are not to be a single colour, then at

least disqualify any vehicle with a

colour that could be mistaken for

black in the dark or at distance.
I realise there are a lot of people that will

disagree with this idea so let me explain my

reasoning. The public know the difference

between a taxi and a PHV at the moment

but the distinction is becoming blurred. Only

last night I watched two guys come out of a

hotel in Liverpool St and call out to a cab

opposite to hail him. When he directed

them to the front of the rank, they then

walked to an Addison Lee car that looks a

lot like a taxi and tried to hail this. 

While this distinction exists we do not

compete with PH on price. It is for this rea-

son that we enjoy annual tariff increases

without too much effect on our work levels

as a result. If we lose this distinction we will

have to compete with PH on price. This

would not be good. Anybody who is on

radio will know this. The circuits have to

compete with PH on price to a much larger

degree. This is why radio run-ins are only

about 40% of what they would be if they

had kept pace with tariff increases since the

introduction of tariffs two and three. This is

why circuit managements' are always bleat-

ing on about how we need to accept fixed

prices and get closer to PH prices. This is

why the quality of radio work compared to

street work is on a continual downward

trend.

The identity of our vehicle is being

attacked. TFLs Surface Transport Panel

(STP) approved "driver shields" in PHVs in

the latter part of last year. The 

STP also recommended - and I quote -

"TFL has passed on advice from the BSI

and the Vehicle Certificate Agency regard-

ing the installation of driver shields in PHVs

to the manufacturer to help them gain

approval. TFL is advised that approval has

not yet been received. In the meantime,

there is a choice of licensed vehicle types

in London (Mercedes Eurocab, Fiat Scudo,

and Peugeot Partner) which allow optional

factory fitted shields."

This says to me that any London PHV

operator that brings any vehicle for passing,

other than the current vehicles passed as a

London taxi, will gain approval even though

it may be being used as a purpose built taxi

(PBT) elsewhere in the country. The recent

passing of the TW2000 seems to confirm

this.

There are many in our trade that would

wish to see such vehicles licensed as taxis

in London and with good cause. One of the

major arguments these people use against

the "icon" argument is that the hire light and

the plate is sufficient distinction to tell the

difference between a taxi and a PHV. This

argument has been proved wrong by the

manufacturer and drivers of Vitos who feel

the need to have "taxi" signage plastered

all over the cab. Personally, I have to look

for the plate to ID a Vito as a taxi if I am fol-

lowing it because there are Vitos licensed

as PHVs that look exactly the same as a

cab from the back.

Worse than this though is that the PCO

are using the same argument to justify

licensing a PBT in London as a PHV i.e.

the response of Mr Mason of the PCO was

that the PBT licensed recently in London as

a PHV does not have a hire light so isn't a

taxi.

Add to this that sooner rather than later

the PCO will have to relax the turning circle

rule and allow us to use these "alternative

vehicles" that can apparently already be

used as PHVs. It is against the public good

not to allow us to do so. The alternative

PBTs are less polluting as they use less

fuel. Because they are more fuel - efficient

and the engines require less servicing and

less costly servicing, they would have the

effect of forcing our tariff downwards. So,

the public would get the same service at a

cheaper price without our profits falling.

Everybody wins.

However, if this happens, both taxis and

PHVs will be the same type of vehicles.

The PCO will be unable to prevent this

because if they try to do so, one or more

producers of these vehicles would likely

take them to court for restraint of trade.

So, the answer is to have both taxis and

PHVs as single, separate colours. It would

not need to be applied retrospectively but

rather applied to all vehicles being licensed

for the first time by the PCO. Allied to this,

perhaps a moratorium of perhaps eight

years, after which a taxi or PHV would

have to comply with the colour rule requir-

ing a portion of both fleets to have re-

sprays.

While this would obviously rule out liveried

cabs in the future, it would not have to pre-

vent door ads.

In my opinion, this single colour option

would produce very little pain but without it

we will increasingly find  PHVs that look

very much taxis. If that happens, we will

find ourselves in a price war and the days

of annual tariff increases without loss of

earnings will be a dim, distant pleasant

memory. In short, "the game will be dead

son"!

Back to black
Malcolm Paice of ComCab



BAA Heathrow has increased the

feeder park charge (gate money)

from £5.50 to £6.30. BAA

scheduled three taxi trade

meetings between February and

May to discuss the gate money,

but then cancelled the meetings

at short notice as each one

became due. Following these can-

cellations, BAA finally arranged to

meet the trade on Friday May 28

for what BAA described as a 'final

discussion' on the gate money. 
But on Wednesday 26 May, rank atten-

dants employed by NSL were already

dropping hints that BAA was about to

announce a gate money increase from

£5.50 to £6.30. The rank attendants

were right and the increase was con-

firmed by BAA on Thursday May 27, just

twenty-fours before BAA was due to

meet the trade on the Friday.

Perversely, at Friday's meeting BAA

managers got very angry when the

LCDC forcefully rejected BAA's ridicu-

lous claim that the LCDC had let the

trade down by failing to attend discus-

sions on the gate money . How could

the LCDC have attended the three

meetings that BAA cancelled ? Anyway,

Grant Davis the LCDC chairman has

written to BAA manager Victoria Sutton

asking her to provide dates of the meet-

ings we allegedly didn't attend and

copies of the minutes that BAA must

have taken. At the time of writing this

article the LCDC hasn't heard from BAA

,but the LCDC will not let the matter

drop. BAA is at fault, not the LCDC. 

In the May issue of The Badge it was

reported that the LCDC has asked BAA

to provide copies of the contracts that

BAA has made with HALTS and NSL

the company that manages the Taxi

System. BAA has refused point blank to

provide all the facts and figure that

affect the gate money charge and this

refusal seriously handicaps the trade's

ability to do its best at the negotiating

table. As already stated, the Heathrow

taxi trade has no control whatsoever

over how much of the gate money is

paid to NSL and unless BAA provides

more detail of the NSL contract and

what for example NSL spends on labour

costs, then BAA is wasting its time

bleating that the Taxi System runs at a

loss. With regard to this alleged loss by

BAA, the LCDC believes it's reasonable

and relevant to ask if NSL is making a

loss or a profit. 

The LCDC also believes it's 

reasonable and relevant to ask if the

14% of the £6.30 gate money paid to

the directors of HALTS could be either

reduced or stopped altogether. The

LCDC asked BAA for a copy of the

terms and conditions of use of the Taxi

System and Victoria Sutton, the latest

BAA manager to negotiate with the taxi

trade, has confirmed in writing that she

will not provide the information request-

ed . By deliberately being obstructive

Ms. Sutton shows herself to be unedu-

cated concerning BAA's responsibilities

and duties to the London taxi trade. 

For example, the terms and conditions

for drivers working at Heathrow are the

rules of the contract that comes into

force when a driver pays BAA the sum

of £6.30 at the entrance to the feeder

park. As a matter of law, the terms and

conditions in question should be avail-

able to all drivers who wish to exercise

their statutory right to use the Heathrow

Taxi System. 

Following BAA's refusal to disclose

details of the contract signed in 2009

between BAA and the new company

HALTS, the LCDC managed to acquire

a copy of the original BAA-HALT con-

tract document. Attached to the contract

document is a covering letter written by

a BAA executive. It clearly states that

the HALT levy element of the gate

money is used to fund the Taxi Desks

and the rest of the gate money con-

tributes to BAA's costs of running the

Taxi System. But surprisingly, the punch

line in BAA's covering letter asserts that

the gate money has nothing to do with

credit card processing businesses. Well,

whatever BAA is trying to imply about

how the gate money was used by the

HALT cooperative, according to HALT's

last set of annual accounts, HALT exec-

utives seemed to have enjoyed a free

hand to spend £156,000 on credit card

terminals. HALTS the private company

is now receiving the HALT levy and BAA

can't really expect Heathrow drivers to

be so gullible as to believe that no part

of the £6.30 gate money is being used

to prop up the company's credit card

processing business. 

Danny Freeman, secretary of the

Heathrow branch of Unite is whingeing

in the June issue of Cab Trade News

that the union's plan for a Code of

Conduct for Heathrow taxi drivers has

been dropped. Apparently Unite teamed

up with BAA and devised a Code of

Conduct backed by a list of punish-

ments for drivers who break the rules at

Heathrow. Unite and BAA's plan was

that 'erring' drivers would be forced to

produce a written response to any alle-

gations of misconduct that BAA may

make against them. 

When I read a draft copy of the Code

of Conduct and saw who was behind it,

I couldn't stop laughing at the sheer

hypocrisy of it all. By that I mean,

Unite's Heathrow branch seems to spe-

cialise in looking after the selfish inter-

ests of drivers who are making a career

out of dodging the two feeder-parks.

Presumably in Unite's eyes, a bit of

feeder-park dodging is acceptable, but

what BAA and Unite jointly overlooked is

the fact that Spanish owned BAA isn't

empowered by the Airports Act or

Hackney Carriage law to discipline

London taxi drivers. That remains the

responsibility of TfL, the Police and the

Courts. Unite should never have

become involved with such an oppres-

sive BAA project and Unite has no right

to find fault with Heathrow trade reps

who successfully killed it off. If Unite's

Heathrow reps really do want to make

themselves busy, a starting point would

be for them to explain why they haven't

condemned BAA for jacking up the gate

money to £6.30. 

HALTS the new company was created

in 2009 by Heathrow taxi driver Colin

Evans and is not in any way related to

the original HALT cooperative. HALTS is

regulated by the Companies Act 2006

and HALT is regulated by the Industrial

and Provident Societies Act 1965.

Despite the intensity of a propaganda

campaign jointly conducted by BAA

Heathrow and Colin Evans, drivers are

fully aware that HALTS the private com-

pany is neither a reconstruction nor

rebirth of the HALT cooperative.

Questions are now being asked by

HALT members as to how their personal

details held on HALT files have found

their way to HALTS ; presumably this

has been done to give the new compa-

ny's feeble membership strength an arti-

ficial boost. The personal details of

HALT members are safeguarded by the

Data Protection Act 1998 and members

justifiably expect their personal informa-

tion to be held in confidence. 

Just recently a HALT member received

a letter from HALTS the company and

quite obviously the HALT member's

name and address, have found their

way to the computers of HALTS the

company. This is a data protection com-

plaint that at first glance appears to be

about a straight forward invasion of pri-

vacy, but it's developed into something

more alarming. In the first place, the

directors of HALTS had no right to delve

into HALT files and help themselves to a

HALT member's contact details. 

They then made a second blunder by

coupling the HALT member's correct

name to a wrong address, with the net

result that the letter containing confi-

dential information was received by

the wrong person. A check on the

Data Protection Register (reg.

Z1934391) shows that HALTS the

company has declared three purposes

for holding personal information, but is

not authorised to receive or hold per-

sonal data relating to members of the

HALT cooperative. The big question

is, who is allowing private information

from the HALT cooperative's files to

reach the files of HALTS the new

company ? 
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Airport matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”

L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP
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Membership
Matters 
with Abi

To all members with any
queries or any new 
members who wish to be
sent a membership 
form please call 
Abi on 0207 394 5553

The Badge has reason to

believe that the company

London Taxi Marshals have

recently acquired the con-

tract to marshal the new

massive private hire wait-

ing park at the O2 in

Greenwich.
This company already holds

the contract to marshal the

many ranks across London des-

ignated exclusively for the

Licensed Taxi Trade.

In the latest Private Hire and

Courier magazine it states that: 

"The O2 waiting area facility

for private hire vehicles has

been put out to tender and that

an organisation linked to the

taxi trade had paid somewhere

in the region of £70,000

For the concession".

The London Taxi Marshals

currently run Liverpool St,

Bromley, Beckenham, and Tiger

Tiger to name just a few and

once again it seems the name

and reputation of the Licensed

taxi trade has been used as an

instrument to gain credibility

and show a professional image.

We at the LCDC question once

again if it is correct that a com-

pany which makes its living

from the licensed taxi trade

should all of a sudden be work-

ing hand in hand with the oppo-

sition?

Maybe next time you pull on to

one of their ranks you should

thank them for helping the

Private Hire waiting area at the

O2 to become such a succsess.

I recently telephoned their

head office stating that I was

thinking of opening a similar

Scheme at Wembley Stadium

Complex for my many mini cabs

and asked if they would be

interested in providing me with

the same service as the O2,

they said no problem.

Once again the opposition

have thrown the 30 bits of silver

on the table, and our own

People, it seems cannot wait

to pick it up.!

London Taxi Marshalls
service private hire
at O2 Centre
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Deputy Mayor Kit Malthouse and

John Russell, CEO of

Manganese Bronze Holdings,

launched a demonstration

hydrogen fuel cell taxi at City

Hall today. 
The vehicle is part of a consortium

project to develop a fuel cell taxi, as

such it would be some time in the

future before the technology became

viable for general use on British

streets in terms of the cost of manu-

facture and the availability of hydrogen

re-fuelling stations.. 

John Russell said "The London Taxi

is a great icon for fuel cell technology

adaptation - future technology meets a

design classic.

As a British manufacturer we are

pleased to have participated in devel-

oping a hydrogen fuel cell black cab.

The project was a great opportunity to

work with Intelligent Energy, Lotus

Engineering and TRW Conekt - some

of the leading UK engineering compa-

nies to develop a zero emissions taxi."

LTI Vehicles have been involved with

the hydrogen fuel cell taxi project from

its inception, providing the glider vehi-

cles and supporting the design and

packaging of the hydrogen fuel cell.

Intelligent Energy, who led the consor-

tium, is a leading hydrogen fuel cell

innovation company. 

The project is part sponsored by the

Government, through the Technology

Strategy Board, the consortium provid-

ed the rest of the funding.  

The next stage of the project which

would require further funding is to

develop a small fleet of fuel cell taxis

for the 2012 Olympics.

It seems that the London Cab

Trade is finally dragging itself

into the twentieth century with-

both the major manufacturers

showcasing their new electric /

hybrid vehicles in the last few

weeks.
Peter DeCosta was waxing lyrical over

his new all electric Vito and he told us

at the Badge that if the right infrastruc-

ture were to be rolled out throughout

the Capital, then the idea of taxi drivers

owning an all electric taxi may not

seem so far fetched after all.

" The electric cab is fantastic"...he

purred.

If the government are serious to

endorse their own pledges and visions

for a greener Capital then they to have

an important part to play. 

Peter feels that if the taxi trade were

willing to invest in their future and to

make a big difference to Londons air

quality then the trade should recieve

something in return.?

" It seems that Corporate London

have taken to the whole greener trans-

port issue for their staff members, and I

believe that if we were to bring out the

electric Vito then there should be a very

strong case for all the Corporate work

to go into the back of one of these vehi-

cles".

Peter also went on to say that the

feedback he has recieved from his cus-

tomers so far has been nothing short of

amazing, with drivers getting fantastic

work back from the private hire sector,

as well as major companies, and hotels

wanting the facility to pre book the Vito

taxis for their clients.

" The passengers love the Vito " says

Peter.

Green revolution on it’s way



ALAN MC

Last month we ran a story on

the Park Plaza Westminster

where 

I asked them if they could site a

rank on their new premises.

They stated that when the 

drawings for the hotel were first

drawn up they were not allowed

to place a rank anywhere on the

forecourt of the hotel but would

put up Taxi Calling lights.

Since the hotel has opened the PCO

has visited the hotel to say the Calling

Lights that have been installed are not

good enough and must be changed.  

But the reason the hotel probably

won't allow a rank is because it seems

they have got their own licensed phv

company working  just for the Park

Plaza Hotel as the photo shows.

So I don't think you will see any

flashing lights at the Park Plaza

Westminster in the near future unless

it's going local, and to top it all they

are using VITOS.
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The penny
drops

We should in the next few

months get a new rank 

outside Sketch Club in

Conduit St W1. Having seen

the first set of drawings before

it goes to consultation there

has been a re-think on the first

proposal. 
The rank at first was to the left of

the entrance; it has now been

switched to outside 10/11 Conduit

St, right outside the front door to the

right which looks perfect. But I will

have to wait and see the second

draft before it goes to public

consultation, which should go okay. 

But the most surprising thing about

this rank is Sketch have paid for it

themselves, showing us that they

want Taxis outside their venue and

not touts.  So when it arrives let's

make sure Sketch get serviced well

as the last thing we don't need is to

see touts working from our rank.

paddyonion@hotmail.com

ALAN MC

Last week I noticed that the

road works in Gresham St had

finished and requested that our

2 cab rank be reinstalled.
As a new bar had opened right

where our rank is I thought this would

be ideal for the night drivers as the

touts had already moved in on this

busy venue.  So I was surprised when

I  received an email from the corpora-

tion saying: 'The only Taxi rank in

Gresham Street was the one on the

south side between Old Jewry and

Ironmonger Lane.' 

Whilst it was initially removed to

assist the redevelopment, the City of

London Corporation stated that it

would not be replaced as they have a

scheme to build out the kerb and do

some form of street-scene enhance-

ment at that location. At the time

there was a discussion about an alter-

native location to serve the area with

them failing to identify a suitable

place.

As it stands the Taxi Rank will not

be replaced.

So, in the last month we have had

the rank in Cornhill taken away and

the Corporation will not re-site it

outside Abacus, and now Gresham

St goes as well. 

The City Of London Police are

moaning about Taxis over-ranking at

Liverpool St Station. Where do they

expect us to go?  Our rank space is

very limited and with no new ranks in

the city planned we are struggling for

space. 

I suppose it would be helpful if the

Corporation would come to a ranks'

meeting and hear our proposals, and

also let us know when they are going

to take our ranks away.

New rank outside Sketch

Gresham St Rank
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TONY MAC

Back In July 2008 ED Thompson

director of taxi and private said in

press release that from today, all

London licensed private hire vehi-

cles (PHVs) will be allowed to dis-

play licensed operator information

on their vehicle, including a contact

number that customers can use to

book a minicab when out and

about in London.

We want everyone in London to have a

safe way to travel, whatever the time of

day or night Ed Thompson, Director of

Taxi & Private Hire at the Public Carriage

Office

Responding to requests from private hire

operators, they will be able to display the

name and contact details (telephone num-

bers and/or website address) of licensed

operators on the back window of their

vehicle, next to their registration plate and

on the flat surface of the roof (not protrud-

ing), where the information can only be

visible from above. 

Ed Thompson, Director of Taxi & Private

Hire at the Public Carriage Office, said:

'This measure will help PHV customers

identify their booked vehicles and allow

licensed operators to promote their servic-

es.

'We want everyone in London to have a

safe way to travel, whatever the time of

day or night. Well it now seems that in the

Public carriage Office manual on

Guidelines for advertising on licensed

London Taxis and Signs on licensed

London Private Hire Vehicles they have

inserted a section that allows the private

hire to have advertising in way of a livery if

they apply to The Public Carriage Office.

This is what the Private Hire Company

Green Tomato's have done in section 5.5

under other signs

.The Licensing Authority may approve

other signs at its discretion, for example,

vehicle fleet numbers and signs relating to

specialized transport, for example, vehi-

cles that carry children to school. Prior

approval (see paragraph 6) of the

Licensing Authority must be obtained

before such signs are affixed to a licensed

vehicle. . All which I can understand why

some companies would need to have

these signs on their Vehicles? This is how

The Private Hire Company Green

Tomato's (GT) have got their adverting

though the (PCO) once again miss inter-

preting legislation.  But after many email

and phone calls I have been told by the

PCO that the advertising on (GT) cars is

not advertising but is signage .So cars

that have green tomato's all over their

cars that are driven by employees of a

company that is called green tomato's, Is

not advertisings but signage.? ?  But I

have also been told by the (PCO) that

because they drive Toyota Prius cars

which are more environmentally friendly

cars this might be the reasons why they

have got this ad really?  

The licensed taxi trade has to have

Alpha numeric numbers on their adverts

which I can under stand because they

change from month to month. But when I

asked the (PCO) about private hire cars I

was told that Alpha Numeric Numbers are

not issued to approved signage on PHV,

the Licence Authority will issue a letter of

approval to the owner of the vehicle. The

letter is then saved on the TPH vehicle

database. A copy of the approval letter is

then sent to SGS which they saved on

their data base for licensing purposes

only, then the compliance and enforce-

ment teams are sent a copy. So how does

the rest of us no if the signage on a mini-

cab in front of me is approved or not. But

once again after more digging I've now

found out that Addision lee and Mr Griffin

was the first company to find this loop

hole.  

STOP PRESS!
"We are aware of the views

expressed by the LCDC with

regards to the appearance of

certain private hire vehicles

and the concerns raised that

these vehicles, particularly

that of the Fiat Skudo's. 

Later this year we will be

undertaking a private hire

consultation on a range of

matters and this will be one

of the areas we seek to

address."

- Helen Chapman

Public CCarriage OOffice

Private hire liveries?
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For the best in
home made 
Italian cooking

72 St John St, EC1

Tel: 020 7253 1907

Tasty Café DAVE’S

CAB

RENTALS

07817458565

ALL TX4’s

full back up, reliable

Pasta, chicken, 

meatballs, lamb, pork escalopes,

sirloin steaks a speciality

MEALS
£6.50 INCLUDING TEAS AND 

COFFEES
£8.00 SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

PLASMA TTV FFOR AALL 
WORLD CCUP FFOOTBALL

L.C.D.C
LEADERS NOT FOLLOWERS


